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NEW QUESTION: 1
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
* From highest priority to lowest priority.
User important style sheets
Author important style sheets
Author normal style sheets
User normal style sheets
User agent style sheets
* CSS declarations are applied in this order (from lowest to
highest priority):
* User agent declarations (the default styles your browser
applies to elements)
* User normal declarations (a user's own stylesheet if they're
using one)
* Author normal declarations (this is your normal stylesheet)
* Author important declarations (anything your mark important)

* User important declarations (any important styles from the
user's stylesheet) Reference: Assigning property values,
Cascading, and Inheritance; In what order do CSS definitions
take priority
http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS21/cascade.html
http://www.quora.com/In-what-order-do-CSS-definitions-take-prio
rity

NEW QUESTION: 2
A database contains a table and a view declared as shown below:
CREATE TABLE s1.t1 ( c1 INTEGER, c2 CHAR(20) );
CREATE VIEW s1.v1 AS SELECT * FROM s1.t1;
A system administrator successfully executes the following
code:
GRANT CONNECT, IMPLICIT_SCHEMA ON DATABASE TO user1;
GRANT INSERT ON TABLE s1.t1 TO user1;
GRANT CONTROL ON s1.v1 TO user1;
Which SQL statement does user USER1 have privileges to execute?
A. CREATE PUBLIC ALIAS a1 FOR s1.v1
B. UPDATE s1.t1 SET c1 = 2 WHERE c1 IS NULL
C. SELECT * FROM s1.t1 WHERE c2 &lt; 100
D. CREATE VIEW user1.v2 AS SELECT * FROM s1.v1
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
AW Computing needs to track the manufacturer and model for
specific computers and laptops. How can the system
administrator ensure that manufacturer selected influences the
values available for model.
A. Create a manufacturer field as the dependent picklist and
the model as the controlling picklist.
B. Create a lookup field from the manufacturer object to the
model object
C. Create a manufacturer field as a controlling picklist and
the model as a dependent picklist
D. Create a multi-select picklist field that includes both
manufacturers and models.
Answer: C
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